ANNOUNCING THE RELAUNCH OF
Oxford Reference Online & Oxford Digital Reference Shelf

Oxford Reference

In mid-2012, all online reference content that is currently available within Oxford Reference Online and the Oxford Digital Reference Shelf will be seamlessly integrated on the new Oxford Reference platform. Here, users will be able to cross-search the world's most trusted reference content from Oxford University Press at the click of a button.

www.oxfordreference.com

TO FIND OUT MORE:
Visit www.oxfordreference.com and www.oxford-digitalreference.com
Contact us at referencemarketing@oup.com
COMING 2012

Oxford Reference

The essential gateway to reference information from the world’s most trusted publisher

Announcing a brand new look and feel and enhanced functionality, Oxford Reference will be the gateway to Oxford’s trusted reference content. With the assurance of content, written and vetted by leading academics, Oxford Reference will be the perfect starting place for research, orientating users, and guiding them to further relevant, authoritative information.

Oxford Quick Reference

- Continually updated, quick reference content made up of subject reference dictionaries, quotations dictionaries, bilingual dictionaries, English dictionaries, English language reference titles, maps and flags, and Timelines; for speedy answers and definitions

Oxford Reference Library

- Long entries, essays, and scholarly content from specialist award-winning titles including the Oxford Companions and multi-volume Oxford Encyclopedias, plus selected scholarly titles from other publishers for specialist and scholarly research

New Features

- Free content to aid discoverability and drive usage – new Overview pages for every unique term in Oxford Reference, new Timelines containing links to free reference entries, a new online-only Quotations title, featured topical entries

- Subject pages with a ‘featured content’ carousel

- Mobile optimised

- Personalisation features including ‘My Content’ and ‘My Searches’

- Find in a Library, View Newest Edition and Buy this Work features

TO FIND OUT MORE:

- Visit www.oxfordreference.com and www.oxford-digitalreference.com
- Contact us at referencemarketing@oup.com